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After a string of suspicious fires plagues the winter-weary town of Belhaven, Gloria and the “Garden Girls” go on theAfter a string of suspicious fires plagues the winter-weary town of Belhaven, Gloria and the “Garden Girls” go on the

hunt for a serial arsonist who may be hiding right before their eyes.hunt for a serial arsonist who may be hiding right before their eyes.
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The cold and dreary days of winter have set in, and Gloria Kennedy-Rutherford is going stir crazy until a string of
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suspicious fires starts plaguing the small Town of Belhaven. 

After one of the town’s most beloved residents is viciously attacked and left for dead at the scene of one of the fires,

Gloria and the “Garden Girls” go on the hunt to track down the arsonist.

As the clues are uncovered and the list of suspects grows, Gloria is disheartened to discover her top suspect is

someone she never imagined could possibly be involved.

Will Gloria and the gang be able to track down the serial arsonist before the next fire turns deadly or is it already too

late?
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